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We report on a novel flow-based method for high-precision chemical detection that integrates quantum sensing
with droplet microfluidics. We deploy nanodiamond (ND) particles hosting fluorescent nitrogen vacancy (NV)
defect centers as quantum sensors in rapidly flowing, monodisperse, picoliter-volume microdroplets containing
analyte molecules. ND motion within these microcompartments facilitates close sensor-analyte interaction
and mitigates particle heterogeneity. Microdroplet flow rates are rapid (upto 4cm/s) and with minimal drift.
Pairing this controlled flow with microwave control of NV electronic spins, we introduce a new noise-suppressed
mode of Optically Detected Magnetic Resonance (ODMR) that is sensitive to chemical analytes while resilient
against experimental variations, achieving detection of analyte-induced signals at an unprecedented level of a few
hundredths of a percent of the ND fluorescence. We demonstrate its application to detecting paramagnetic ions
in droplets with simultaneously low limit-of-detection and low analyte volumes, in a manner significantly better
than existing technologies. This is combined with exceptional measurement stability over >103s and across
hundreds of thousands of droplets, while utilizing minimal sensor volumes and incurring low ND costs (<$0.70
for an hour of operation). Additionally, we demonstrate using these droplets as micro-confinement chambers by
co-encapsulating ND quantum sensors with a variety of analytes, including single cells. This versatility suggests
wide-ranging applications, including single-cell metabolomics and real-time intracellular measurements from
bioreactors. Our work paves the way for portable, high-sensitivity, amplification-free, chemical assays with high
throughput; introduces a new chemical imaging tool for probing chemical reactions within microenvironments;
and establishes the foundation for developing movable, arrayed quantum sensors through droplet microfluidics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum sensing [1] is rapidly reshaping our ability to dis-
cern chemical processes with high sensitivity and spatial reso-
lution, with the potential to impact a range of disciplines from
synthesis to bioengineering [2]. Specifically, sensors based on
nitrogen-vacancy (NV) defects in diamond [3,4] translate opti-
cally addressable electronic spin state information into detectable
fluorescence signals in a manner that is sensitive to the local
chemical environment. This has led to diverse applications, in-
cluding in-cell thermometry [5–8] and reactive oxygen species
detection [9, 10], high-sensitivity lateral flow assays [11], and
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements in picoliter
volumes [12,13], marking an exciting leap in precision measure-
ment technologies.

Traditionally, quantum sensing for chemical analysis has relied
on single crystals hosting shallow NV centers [14,15]. High-
throughput analysis faces challenges due to the small (mm-scale)
sizes of these crystals, their substantial cost, and the need for
precise crystal orientation [16]. Only a fraction of the diamond
crystal is used for sensing, and analyte molecules are required
to flow over its surface, necessitating complex integration of
microfluidic structures directly onto the diamond [17–20].

Nanodiamond (ND)-based sensing offers a compelling alter-
native as they are inherently deployable, and can yield spatially
selective sensing in or near targeted volumes of interest. NDs
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are also low-cost, non-reactive, and bio-inert [21, 22], and for
<40 nm particles, a significant proportion of their NV centers
can interact with external analytes. Advances in nanodiamond
chemistry have facilitated surface functionalization to control
surface charge, hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity, and for target-
ing to proteins or cellular organelles [23–28].

Despite these advantages, ND-based sensing is fraught with
challenges. Significant heterogeneity in particle size [29], shape,
and NV center coherence times leads to large statistical errors
in multi-particle analysis. Additionally, fluorescence fluctua-
tions arise from different particle orientations, and spatial varia-
tions in the materials in which the particles are targeted [30,31].
Overcoming these significant challenges is essential to achieving
high-precision quantum sensing.

In this paper, we directly address these challenges by deploying
nanodiamonds within flowing, monodisperse, picoliter-volume
microdroplets [32,33] that host analyte molecules. Rapid move-
ment of the ND particles within the droplets effectively aver-
ages out their heterogeneity and ensurs close interaction with
the analytes. We take advantage of stable and controllable flow
afforded by droplet microfluidics to develop a new method for
background-free quantum sensing at high-throughput. Addi-
tionally, the dynamic nature of the flowing droplets yields ex-
ceptional measurement stability, resistant to experimental varia-
tions and temperature shifts. We demonstrate this stability over
> 103s measurement and across ∼105 droplets, greatly surpass-
ing the typical stability in conventional quantum sensing exper-
iments [34,35]. Additionally, the ND sensor volumes required
are minuscule, costing only about $0.63 for an hour of analysis
over hundreds of thousands of droplets.

Our work, therefore, introduces a new platform technology
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fusing quantum sensing and droplet microfluidics, and is marked
by several novel aspects. Picoliter-scale droplets can function as
microscopic confinement chambers, encapsulating diverse ana-
lytes, ranging from single cells to chemical reaction products,
and can stably accommodate a broader range of concentrations
than bulk solutions [36]. The droplets are precisely control-
lable in terms of diameter, charge, and environmental condi-
tions, and their movement under flow enhances sensor-analyte
mixing [37,38]. This approach is also amenable to digital control
techniques for droplet “arithmetic,” including mixing, collisions,
and sorting, further enhancing their application in quantum sens-
ing.

II. NANODIAMOND LOADING IN MICRODROPLETS

Our microfluidics platform, schematically depicted in Fig. 1A
and photographed in Fig. 1A(i), features a device that produces
phase-separated, monodisperse, droplets in a water-in-oil emul-
sion, varying in diameter in range 10-150 𝜇m and volume 300fL
- 500pL. Chips are made from PDMS via soft lithography and
bonded to a glass cover slip (Fig. 1A(i)). Each chip supports
multiple devices, each hosting diverse microfluidic structures.

Droplets are formed by constricting an aqueous phase with
oil channels (colored arrows in Fig. 1B(i)) using a fluid-focusing
geometry at junction 𝐽1, as depicted in Fig. 1A, through a≈30𝜇m
orifice. This creates a stable stream of uniformly spaced droplets
shown in the bright-field image in Fig. 1B(i). Droplet size and
formation rate are controlled by the orifice size and water/oil
flow rates. We achieve droplet speeds in excess of 4 cm/s.
The fabrication process ensures ≲1 𝜇m error, guaranteeing high
reproducibility across chips (SI Sec.S2 A).

Additionally, the chips host a second junction 𝐽2 (Fig. 1A),
which enables oil injection to precisely control droplet spacing.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 1B(ii), showing a spacing change
from 154 𝜇m to 360 𝜇m. This spacing is maintained constant
and droplet flow is highly uniform downstream, as depicted in
Fig. 1B(iii), with consistent speed, uniformity, and stability over
several hours (Sec.III C). In this region (𝑎 in Fig. 1A) droplets
are analyzed over a microscope objective and microwave (MW)
coil for imaging and quantum sensing measurements before flow-
ing through a circuitous path (𝑏 in Fig. 1A) that induces intra-
droplet mixing and extends the channel for downstream analysis
of stationary droplets. Lastly, they are directed into a collection
chamber (𝑐 in Fig. 1A), allowing for the simultaneous storage
and further examination of over a hundred droplets (SI Sec.S2 C
and movie in Ref. [43]).

Diamond particles are incorporated into droplets in flow us-
ing an aqueous suspension of carboxylated (hydrophilic) NDs,
which host ∼1-3 ppm NV centers, as the dispersed phase. Zeta
potential measurements (SI Sec. S1) reveal a surface charge
sufficient to confer hydrophilicity and colloidal stability. The
fluorescent NDs are thereby completely encapsulated within the
droplet, as shown in Fig. 1C. An inverted configuration, with
NDs in oil droplets surrounded by an aqueous phase, can instead
be achieved by coating ND surfaces with polymer chains. We
showcase ND loading and droplet control through three movies
available in the SI, and on Youtube (Refs. [43–45]). They il-
lustrate droplet motion in brightfield [43] and fluorescence [44]
through various chip structures in Fig. 1A, highlighting rapid ND
droplet formation, droplet spacing regulation via the dual focus-

ing junctions 𝐽1, 𝐽2, and ND mixing within flowing droplets [45].
Fluorescence imaging allows visualization of microdroplets

loaded with NDs of varying sizes (SI Sec. S4 A describes opti-
cal setup), as illustrated in Fig. 1C with examples of (i) 40 nm,
(ii) 100 nm, and (iii) 3 𝜇m sized particles. The NDs feature a
heterogeneous size distribution (±30nm) characterized by DLS
spectroscopy (see Materials, SI Sec. S1). In Fig. 1C(i), the 40
nm NDs achieve a well-dispersed distribution within the droplet,
occupying 0.01% of its volume with minimal evident aggrega-
tion. Each droplet here contains around 106 particles and a total
diamond mass of <100 pg. This is significantly lower than that
employed in single-crystal diamond microfluidic-channel meth-
ods. The 100 nm particles shown in Fig. 1C(ii) are brighter
and remain well dispersed in solution and the 3 𝜇m particles
(Fig. 1C(iii)), while even brighter, tend to settle at the droplet
bottom for stationary droplets, indicating a trade-off between
fluorescence intensity and colloidal stability.

At the opposite limit, Fig. 1D(i) shows the encapsulation of a
single 3𝜇m ND particle in a droplet. These large particles remain
stationary in a static droplet, but can be induced to sample the
droplet volume upon motion (movie in Ref. [45]). For smaller
particles however, Brownian motion is much more pronounced,
allowing the NDs to traverse large swathes of the droplet vol-
ume. In Fig. 1D(ii) we measure trajectories of individual 100
nm ND particles within a droplet over 30 s (movie in Ref. [42]).
Fig. 1D(iii) presents a histogram of total displacement for these
particles, based on tracking 200 ND trajectories for the same
interval. They traverse distances >5 𝜇m, several fold larger than
their diameter. The long tail in the distribution points to anoma-
lous diffusion reminiscent of Levy flight processes [46]. Overall,
these large excursions promote interaction with droplet-confined
analytes.

Microdroplets can also serve as picoliter-scale containers ca-
pable of co-encapsulating entities [36]. We demonstrate this in
(Fig. 1E) by loading yeast cells (Rhodosporidium toruloides) and
100 nm NDs into a droplet. Bright-field and fluorescence im-
ages (Fig. 1E(i) and Fig. 1E(ii)) highlight the yeast and diamond
particles, respectively, with the inset in Fig. 1F(i) showing a sin-
gle yeast cell. Diamond aggregation, influenced by ions in the
yeast growth medium, can be managed by altering the medium
or modifying the diamond surface functionality [47]. In SI Sec.
S5 we show that the NDs can be targeted to the yeast cells via
surface functionalization with Concanavalin-A, a protein with
affinity to the cell surface.

III. IN-DROPLET CHEMICAL SENSING BY ODMR

A. Lock-in ODMR and challenges for low LOD sensing

Chemical sensing utilizes the NV center’s electronic spin sen-
sitivity to its environment and the ability to convert this into
optical signals via its spin-state-dependent fluorescence. This
involves the measurement of NV center optically detected mag-
netic resonance (ODMR) spectrum, where ND photolumines-
cence (PL) is monitored as MW excitation is swept in frequency
across NV spin transitions (Fig. 2A). At Earth’s field, the PL ex-
hibits a characteristic dip at ≈2.87 GHz, signifying a shift in spin
population from the brighter 𝑚𝑠=0 state to the dimmer 𝑚𝑠=±1
states on-resonance.

Fig. 2A shows the first-reported ODMR measurements from
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Fig. 1: Nanodiamonds in droplets. (A) Schematic of microfluidic chip employed, comprising two inlets for oil and one for water (grey circles).
Analyte of interest and NDs are mixed into the latter. Chip features two focusing junctions, 𝐽1 and 𝐽2. 𝐽1 generates ND-filled water droplets,
while 𝐽2 regulates droplet spacing (see B). Droplets are analyzed in a region (dashed region 𝑎) over an objective lens and MW coil, followed by
a circuitous region to induce additional mixing within droplets (region 𝑏) and storage in a collection chamber (region 𝑐). (i) Inset: Photograph
of chip; water and oil are delivered via narrow capillaries. See SI [39] for fabrication details. (B) Brightfield images with detailed views of the
device regions. (i) Droplet generation at 𝐽1 occurs by pinching water flow by oil (blue and orange arrows respectively) through an orifice. Resulting
droplets are stable and monodisperse, and move at a fixed speed and spacing set by fluid flow rates. (ii) Spacer junction 𝐽2 allows adjustment of
droplet spacing via oil-flow (arrows). Here interdroplet distance is changed ≈154→360𝜇m. (iii) Analysis region 𝑎: Droplets maintain a consistent
velocity and separation downstream and are analysed in flow (see A). (C) Fluorescence images of droplets containing NDs of various sizes, (i) 40
nm, (ii) 100 nm, and (iii) 3 𝜇m diameter particles. Dashed lines outline the droplet for clarity. (D) Tracking single NDs in droplets. (i) Single 3𝜇m
particle encapsulated within a droplet. (ii) Tracked motion of 100nm particles within a single droplet [40,41], shown for eleven particles tracked via
fluorescence over a 30 s. (iii) Histogram of particle displacement for 200 particle trajectories over 30 s. For moving droplets, the NDs sample larger
part of the droplet volume (movie in ref [42]). (E) Co-encapsulation of cells with NDs. (i) Bright-field and (ii) fluorescence images showing yeast
cells encapsulated along with 100 nm ND particles. Inset: zoom into individual cells. See SI Sec.S5 for ND targeting to these cells.
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Fig. 2: ODMR of ND particles in droplets. (A) Conventional ODMR
measurement of 100 nm particles in a single ≈100𝜇m droplet at zero
magnetic field. Inset (i): droplet fluorescence image. Each point is
averaged for 1 s with and without MWs. Contrast C is marked. Strong
fluctuations arise from particle motion. (B) Enhanced ODMR using
MW lock-in, using analog lock-in detector at modulation frequency
𝑓MW=1kHz. SNR improves 10-fold; contrast Clock is clearer. Strain-
mediated dips around 2.87 GHz are visible. (C) ODMR contrast C
relavant for chemical sensing obtained via normalizing lock-in signal
in (B) at 2.866 GHz to simultaneously measured PL. Here droplets are
flowing, and data is sampled every 100 ms over 90 s. (i) Histogram of C
data displays variations at theΔC≈13% level, highlighting the challenge
for chemical sensing. Solid line is Gaussian fit.

ND particles in a single microdroplet, here held static (shown
in Fig. 2A(i)). PL here is at the sub-nW level and is detected
using a multi-pixel photon counter. These measurements are
inherently noisy due to background, including PDMS autofluo-
rescence (SI Sec.S6), and fluctuations stemming from Brownian
motion and particle re-orientation.

To enhance measurement signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), we uti-
lize MW lock-in detection by amplitude modulating the applied
MWs at 𝑓MW=1 kHz. This lock-in frequency is chosen from a
balance between rates of NV repumping and MW-driven popu-
lation redistribution. The result, shown in Fig. 2B, is an order-
of-magnitude increase in SNR making the strain splitting near
2.87 GHz clearly visible.

The ODMR contrast, marked C in Fig. 2A, quantifies the
ODMR dip relative to off-resonance PL. At fixed laser and MW
powers, C serves as a proxy for the NV electronic 𝑇1, which is
influenced by dipolar interactions with analytes in the droplet.
Low limit of detection (LOD) sensing necessitates the ability to
detect minute changes in C. While the lock-in strategy in Fig. 2B
yields an increase in SNR, its contrast Clock remains susceptible
to non-analyte specific factors like fluorescence variations from
background and particle motion the absence of an off-resonance
reference in this measurement. This poses challenges for chem-
ical sensing.

A mitigating strategy involves continuously measuring NV
PL and normalizing it to the resonant ODMR lock-in signal in
Fig. 2B, creating a ratio-metric measurement shown in Fig. 2C.
Here, the ODMR signal from flowing droplets with MWs at 2.86
GHz over 90 s is normalized to the total PL measured at each

instant. The normalized contrast, still referred to as C for con-
venience, in Fig. 2C has an average of 2.4% (dashed line); a 1%
contrast window is shown here for clarity. Nonetheless, noise
from PL measurements still affects C. Sensitive detection of an-
alytes is limited by ability to resolve small fluctuations about this
baseline contrast C. We will refer to this measurement precision
as ΔC, and by convention, we report it as a percentage of the
base C level, rather than in absolute units. Indeed C itself varies
based on sample and experiment conditions, but the percent error
ΔC allows for a standardized comparison across different exper-
iments. From a histogram of the data (Fig. 2C(i)), we estimate
ΔC ≈13% in this case, setting a bound on the quantitative sensing
at low LOD.

B. Dual lock-in quantum sensing in droplets

To improve measurement precision and render ODMR con-
trast immune to background fluctuations, we employ a strategy
utilizing droplet flow, as illustrated in Fig. 3A. Droplets, uniform
in size and nanodiamond content, move at a controlled velocity
(𝑣) and sequentially enter the analysis region, where an optical
spot, roughly equal to the droplet diameter, illuminates them.
The spacing between droplets is 𝑣 𝑓 −1

𝐷
, where 𝑓𝐷 is the rate at

which droplets are analyzed in region 𝑎 in Fig. 1A, and 𝑣 ranges
from 1mm/s - 4cm/s in our experiments. Fig. 3A also illustrates
mixing due to flow (see movie in Ref. [45]).

Simultaneously with flow, droplets are subject to MWs am-
plitude modulated at 𝑓MW=1 kHz (Fig. 3B) at 2.866 GHz under
continuous laser illumination, introducing two distinct modula-
tions to the PL: 𝑓𝐷 and 𝑓MW (Fig. 3B). By arranging 𝑓MW≫ 𝑓𝐷 ,
each droplet’s signal contains multiple MW modulation cycles.
Locking into these frequencies allows us to filter out background
noise, a method we term “double lock-in” detection.

Since the method rests on exploiting droplet flow, we first
highlight some of its features. Fig. 3C illustrates bright-field
and fluorescence images of diamond-filled droplets in motion,
complementing the stationary images in Fig. 1C (see also SI Sec.
S8 and movie in Ref. [48]). Flow exhibits remarkable regular
modulation at 𝑓𝐷 due to droplet monodispersity, as evidenced
by Fig. 3D displaying measured photoluminescence over 500 s
and >104 droplets. Individual 1s windows are shown here, and
dashed rails highlight droplet stability (see also Fig. 4).

Fig. 3E zooms into a representative 140ms window, showing
modulation in the PL both from droplet flow and from the MWs.
Solid lines are a fit to the data. The distinct time-scales of both
droplet and MW modulations are evident. This is clearer in the
inset, Fig. 3E(i), which focuses on a 30 ms window, illustrating
oscillations spaced by 𝑓 −1

MW (1ms), with amplitude at ∼0.5% of
raw PL (shaded grey region), consistent with the ODMR contrast
in Fig. 2C.

The PL double modulation can be expressed as the functional
form,

𝑆(𝑡) = [𝑚(𝑡)+𝑔(𝑡) cos(2𝜋 𝑓𝐷𝑡)] · [1−C(𝑡) cos(2𝜋 𝑓MW𝑡+𝜑)]+𝑏(𝑡)
(1)

where 𝑔(𝑡) represents the droplet modulation profile influenced
by droplet shape and separation. Microfluidic control enables
adjustable profiles, from sinusoidal to square-like (SI Sec.S3). C
represents the ODMR contrast, with time dependence included
to account for possible long-term drift across numerous droplets.
𝑚(𝑡) reflects the baseline ND contribution to PL, becoming more
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prominent as inter-droplet spacing decreases (and controllable
via junction 𝐽2, see Fig. 1B(ii)). Finally, 𝑏(𝑡) captures PL noise
from non-ND contributions.

Fig. 3F displays the Fourier transform amplitude F of the PL
time series from Fig. 3E, measured over 15s of droplet flow, after
subtracting its mean value. Data here is shown on a logarithmic
scale for clarity. It features a distinct Fourier peak at 𝑓𝐷=29
Hz with a narrow linewidth (Δ 𝑓𝐷≈1 Hz), reflecting minimal
drift in flow rates (see Fig. 4). Solid lines here are Lorentzian
fits. Square-like modulation leads to secondary harmonics at
multiples of 𝑓𝐷 , while background signal and autofluorescence
occur near zero frequency and can be excluded. Expanding
Eq. (1) uncovers frequency bands linked to MW modulation and
their combinations with flow, at 𝑓MW and 𝑓MW± 𝑓𝐷 . This is
shown in the yellow shaded region, Fig. 3F(i). It is evident the
peak intensities here are ∼1% that of the droplet modulation, a
reflection of contrast C. Fig. 3F(ii) shows the same frequency
window in a linear scale for clarity.

The ODMR contrast C(𝑡) can now be calculated from the
ratio of FT peak intensities at the MW and droplet frequencies.
Within fixed time windows Δ𝑡, this can be expressed as:

C(𝑡𝑖) =
F ( 𝑓MW, 𝑡𝑖)+F ( 𝑓MW+ 𝑓𝐷 , 𝑡𝑖)+F ( 𝑓MW− 𝑓𝐷 , 𝑡𝑖)

F ( 𝑓𝐷 , 𝑡𝑖)
· 1
𝑓𝐷 (𝑡𝑖)

(2)
Here, F ( 𝑓 , 𝑡𝑖) denotes the Fourier intensity at frequency 𝑓 for a
time interval bounded by 𝑡𝑖 and 𝑡𝑖−Δ𝑡, averaging the PL over sev-
eral droplets. Dividing the MW-associated FT peak intensities
by the droplet frequency FT peak intensity yields a ratiometric
ODMR contrast, factoring in the droplet PL. Eq. (2) also includes
a normalization proportional to droplet frequency to counteract
minor frequency drifts that impact the baseline ND-dependent
PL (𝑚(𝑡)), providing a consistent contrast metric irrespective of
droplet flow rate.

Fig. 3F additionally highlights that the noise profile diminishes
∝
∼

1/ 𝑓 , suggesting that higher droplet rates could lead to lower
noise while enabling greater analysis throughput. To demon-
strate the versatility and control over droplet modulation in our
experiments, Fig. 3G shows smoothed PL profiles at various 𝑓𝐷
rates. At the upper limit ( 𝑓𝐷=346.5Hz), more than a million
droplets can be analyzed per hour (Fig. 4C), the droplets flowing
here at a rapid velocity, 𝑣>5cm/s (see movie in Ref. [48]).

Fig. 4A depicts the result of Eq. (2) applied to 40 nm particles
in droplets flowing at 𝑓𝐷=34Hz, measured over a long period
(𝑇=104s). Data here is sampled every 100ms (corresponding to
roughly 3 droplets), and the top axis quantifies the droplet count.
The ODMR contrast, C=5.6%, is marked by the dashed horizon-
tal line in Fig. 4A. Data is displayed on an identical 1% contrast
window to draw a comparison to Fig. 2C. Right panel (Fig. 4A(i))
shows this as a histogram, overlaid with the analogous histogram
from Fig. 2C using the analog lock-in for clarity. The histogram
linewidth in the case of Fig. 4A narrows significantly to ΔC=2%
highlighting the enhanced measurement precision. Fig. 4A also
illustrates the inherent stability in the measurement of contrast
C, here over more than 2h and 250,000 droplets.

C. High stability quantum sensing in flow

To delve deeper into the observed stability in Fig. 4A, we an-
alyze the data as a time-domain spectrogram in Fig. 4B. This

entails taking a Fourier transform of the PL over small windows
Δ𝑡=0.7s, equivalent to 20 droplets, for an hour, and tracking
the resulting spectra over 104,400 droplets (top axis). Colors in
Fig. 4B represent Fourier spectral intensity, and the vertical po-
sition indicates frequency. We focus on frequency windows near
𝑓𝐷 and 𝑓MW, using two distinct color bars for clarity. The re-
sulting horizontal band-like patterns underscore the remarkable
stability of the data. The left panel, Fig. 4B(i), shows the inte-
grated signal across these bands. The narrow linewidths, evident
even over this extended period, reflect the system stability.

Another perspective on the stability is provided through an
Allan deviation analysis, applied to the data in Fig. 4B and de-
picted in Fig. 4C. Allan deviation, A(𝑡), provides insight into
how measurement precision of C (ultimately related to analyte
LOD) may improve with longer averaging time 𝑡 or increasing
number of droplets. Remarkably, our experimentally measured
A(𝑡) closely aligns with the theoretically expected ∝1/

√
𝑡 trend

(dashed line) beyond 103s of averaging, yielding a >30-fold re-
duction in ΔC (blue arrow in Fig. 4C). At the lowest point, this
corresponds to detecting PL changes to a few-hundredth of a
percent. Fig. 4C marks a notable improvement over previous
studies [49–52], where equivalent ∝1/

√
𝑡 scaling is challenging

to obtain, and only achievable through highly sophisticated com-
pensation strategies. We attribute this enhanced stability to the
immunity of the confined aqueous droplet volume to temperature
drifts, their exposure to laser illumination only for short instants
( 𝑓 −1

𝐷
∼33ms), as well as compensation for laser power fluctua-

tions and ND loading variations by the ratiometric scheme in
Eq. (2).

Variability in FT intensities of the band centered at 𝑓MW pro-
vides a convenient means to estimate an upper bound on the inter-
droplet ND variation. Fig. 4D shows histogram of theF ( 𝑓MW, 𝑡𝑖)
amplitude binned every 7s (∼200 droplets). When extrapolated
to 103s following a 𝑡−1/2 scaling, we obtain an ND variation
across droplets lower than 0.23%. In absolute terms, this corre-
sponds to a very low droplet-to-droplet variation of ≲2300 NDs
over the base level of ≈1M NDs per droplet.

Now, exploring the impact of potential drift mechanisms, in
Fig. 4E-F, we assess how laser power and ND concentration vari-
ations affect ODMR contrast C. First, in Fig. 4E we adjust ND
concentration over a large range in the flowing droplets, using a
10-way valve (SI Sec.S2 D) to load successive samples contain-
ing different concentrations while maintaining fixed laser and
MW powers. Red points in Fig. 4E show the resulting change in
droplet PL, while blue points show the measured ODMR contrast
C in percent units. Despite a significant, ∼500%-increase in ND
concentration, ODMR contrast variation is less than ΔC∼11%.
Given that inter-droplet ND concentration variation is <0.23%
(Fig. 4D), ND number variations minimally impact contrast.

Increasing laser power, with MW power held constant (Fig. 4F)
affects C due to an interplay of NV center repolarization and
MW-driven population shifts. However, as Fig. 4F indicates, at
our operational power (∼100mW), a 10% laser power variation
alters ODMR contrast by only about ΔC=4%. In reality, laser
drift is under 1%, and this leads to an insignificant effect on
ΔC. Overall, Fig. 4E-F underscores the method’s resilience to
common experimental fluctuations.

We comment finally that the double lock-in scheme could be
performed through alternate approaches. MW modulation could
be replaced by magnetic modulation, with potential advantages
of a higher modulation depth (>10%) [53–55]. However, it
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Fig. 4: High stability in-flow droplet measurement. (A) Long-time high-precision measurement of ODMR contrast C following Eq. (2) over
𝑇≈2.5% hr period, encompassing >290000 droplets (upper axis), demonstrating remarkable stability. Shown is a 1% contrast window similar
to Fig. 2C. Data is sampled every ≈1s. (i) Inset: Blue bars show histogram of the measured contrast C in (A). Solid line is a Gaussian fit;
from linewidth we estimate percent error ΔC=2% of the mean contrast (dashed line). Green histogram from Fig. 2C(ii) is overlaid for reference,
highlighting narrowing via double lock-in scheme. (B) Spectrogram of the Fourier peaks in frequency bands around 𝑓𝐷 and 𝑓MW measured over
1 hr. Data is presented over successive 700ms windows (corresponding to 20 droplets), for a total of 104k droplets (upper axis). Upper (lower)
window spans 50Hz and 120Hz, respectively. Colors indicate FT intensities F ( 𝑓 ) of PL in the two frequency bands (see colorbars). (i) Left panels:
integrated intensity of spectrogram data plotted against frequency. Narrow peaks are evident, indicating high stability over the entire period. (C)
Allan deviation A(𝑡) shown for 1000 s of data in (B). A(𝑡) follows ∝ 1/

√
𝑡 trend (dashed line) for the entire period, highlighting remarkable

stability. Percent error ΔC reduces over 30-fold as a result. (D) Bounding ND variation per droplet. Histogram of intensity of F ( 𝑓MW) peak from
spectrogram in (B), measured over 7s bins. Solid line is a Gaussian fit. Extrapolating to 1000s (main panel), we estimate inter droplet ND variation
<0.23%. This corresponds to ≲2300 particle variation over ≈1M NDs per droplet. (E-F) Compensation of experimental variations via Eq. (2).
(E) Variation with ND concentration of ODMR contrast C. Red line shows measured droplet fluorescence, while blue line shows corresponding C.
Even a large 400% change in diamond concentration (D) results only in <0.2% change to C. (F) Variation laser power (D) (at fixed MW power).
Inset: shows the operational regime for our experiments at ≈100mW. Even 10% variation in laser power here results only in relative contrast change
in ΔC of ≈4%.
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Fig. 5: Sensing paramagnetic species in flowing microdroplets. (A) Gd3+ ion detection. ODMR contrast C as function of Gd3+ concentration
measured in ≈50𝜇m droplets flowing at 𝑓𝐷∼40Hz. Data points are red circles; error bars reflect ΔC for 4 min measurements. Inset: Schematic of
sensing. Spin noise from Gd3+ ions affects NV 𝑇1, and converts to measurable change in ODMR contrast C. (B) Gadolinium sensitivity. Results
of separate experiment measuring a lower range of Gd3+concentration. Inset (i): Data plotted against a log scale in concentration. We estimate a
LOD ≈100nM. (C) TEMPOL sensing. Similar measurements for two concentrations of TEMPOL in flowing ≈50𝜇m droplets over 1min each. We
estimate a LOD <2𝜇M. (D) Cost and volume scaling for in-droplet sensing shown on a logarithmic scale. Marked points correspond to a single
droplet, 1 minute, and 1hr of measurements, assuming flow at 𝑓𝐷=30Hz. (E) Landscape of chemical quantum sensing techniques. Comparison
of related methods (diamond sensing, EPR, fluorescence) for radical/paramagnetic analyte concentration on axes corresponding to sample volume
required and lowest detectable concentration reported. Ideal sensing constitues bottom-left region of plot (arrows). Stars are derived from specific
references; shaded regions illustrate approximate sensing boundaries. Our work is shown by orange region. Red stars represent single crystal based
sensing and black stars represent ND based sensing. Light orange region shows projected improvement from averaging to 103s (Fig. 4C).

lacks the precise frequency control and long-term stability of
MW lock-in. The latter also benefits from lower 1/ 𝑓 noise due
to its higher operating frequency. While laser modulation, such
as with an optical chopper, is a possible alternate method to 𝑓𝐷
droplet modulation, droplet flow, as introduced here, has distinct
advantages: (1) immunity to autofluorescence (SI Sec. S6), (2)
averaging effects across droplets to reduce heterogeneity, (3) suit-
ability for high-throughput analysis in a flowing geometry with
(4) stable 𝑓𝐷 modulation for several hours, and (5) improved ther-
mal stability of flowing versus static droplets, ensuring reliability
over long-time analyses.

D. Detection of paramagnetic species in flow

Leveraging the enhanced precision above, we detect chemical
analytes in flowing droplets, starting with Gadolinium (Gd3+)
ions in GdCl3 hexahydrate as a model system. The sensing
mechanism, depicted in Fig. 5A(i) inset, relies on changes in the
NV center 𝑇1 relaxation time from spin noise of paramagnetic
species, affecting the 𝑚𝑠=±1 population and, thus, ODMR con-
trast. This effect is concentration-dependent, allowing for quan-
titative analyte estimation. Enhanced precision via Fig. 3-Fig. 4
enables the detection of subtle contrast changes, significantly
improving limits of detection (LODs).

In Fig. 5A, we demonstrate this through Gd3+ concentration
titration in droplets, with each sample averaged for≈4 min. Sam-
ples are automatically loaded using a 10-way valve (SI Sec.S2 D)

controlled by a customized program, showcasing the potential for
automated analysis. The small error bar in the measured points,
ΔC≈1% (i.e. 1% of the bare contrast C), reflects the high mea-
surement precision. Fig. 5A highlights the dynamic range over
which this system can detect gadolinium ions, ranging from a
500 nM to 20 𝜇M, above which the ionic strength of the solution
causes aggregation of our carboxylated diamond particles. We
further investigate the sensitivity at the low end in a separate
experiment loading 100 nM, 150 nM, and 300 nM samples in
Fig. 5B. We achieve a LOD of 100 nM over 2 min. of averaging.

While Gd3+ has spin 𝑆=7/2, most practical applications tar-
get single unpaired electronic spins (𝑆=1/2). We thus employ
4-Hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl (TEMPOL) as
a second model (Fig. 5C(i)). TEMPOL is a stable radical probe
that could serve as a proxy for other paramagnetic analytes, in-
cluding reactive oxygen species (ROS), crucial for instance for
metabolic studies in cells. Fig. 5C shows the ability to differen-
tiate between 500nM and 5𝜇M concentrations. We estimate an
LOD of 2𝜇M over 1min. of measurement.

Fig. 5D highlights how our droplet-based sensing requires a
very small quantity of NDs. The red line shows sample volume
used for varying measurement times – 1 droplet, 1 min of av-
eraging, up to 1hr. ND costs, at $50/mg according to Adamas
Nanotechnologies, are remarkably low, costing less than 30¢ for
1000s of analysis involving ∼3×104 droplets. This benefits also
from the NDs’ native hydrophilicity [56] (Sec.S1), which negates
the need for surface treatments. Our method therefore not only
reduces costs dramatically compared to traditional single-crystal
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diamond approaches requiring costly growth and surface modi-
fications but also enhances portability. Combined with the data
from Fig. 4, this showcases the capability for long-term, stable,
and precise analyses at significantly reduced costs.

Finally, Fig. 5E shows an overview of the sensing technology
landscape, identifying the niche filled by droplet-based quantum
sensing. We focus attention here on gadolinium and TEMPOL
detection, and comparisons to widely used methods for ROS
and spin trap detection. We assess electron paramagnetic res-
onance (EPR) [57–59], fluorescence, and NDs-based sensing
across reported LODs and analyte sample volume (Fig. 5E). Ta-
ble S11 in the SI provides more detail contrasting diamond-based
quantum sensing methods. An ideal chemical sensing platform
would occupy the bottom left corner of this plot. Though direct
comparisons are challenging due to the diversity of implemen-
tations in each technique, we show regions of applicability of
each method (shaded regions in Fig. 5E), and representative ref-
erences (marked points). Droplet-based sensing as described
here occupies the orange region; and is projected to move along
the red-dashed arrow with averaging following Fig. 4C. Fig. 5E
illustrates that our method already provides significant improve-
ments over existing technologies.

IV. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

Our work combines droplet microfluidics with quantum sens-
ing and introduces many new innovations, including (1) deploy-
ing ND quantum sensors within droplets, utilizing confinement
and flow to (2) facilitate continuous analysis with high preci-
sion, capable of detecting contrast changes by Δ𝐶≈2%, (3) with
high stability across multiple hours and hundreds of thousands
of droplets, (4) all while utilizing minuscule sensor volumes
and entailing incredibly low ND costs. Looking forward, the
platform technology introduced here anticipates many new in-
teresting directions.

First, the use of ND-loaded droplets opens new possibilities
for moving beyond traditional single-crystal diamond sensors
to those that closely interact with analyte molecules. Mix-
ing within the droplets averages out particle heterogeneity, and
averaging over many droplets is simple, rapid, and improves
sensitivity (Fig. 4C). The mobility afforded by droplet confine-
ment introduces versatility in sensor manipulation—such as via
droplet sorting, splitting, and collisions [60] – and precise place-
ment over target samples. Utilizing electrostatic forces, charged
droplets can be dynamically organized [61], forming consistent
quantum sensor ensembles that could enable the creation of re-
arrangeable three-dimensional sensor arrays. We also foresee
the development of an “ND particle sorter” capable of isolating
high-quality diamond particles from random populations based
on desired characteristics, such as NV center 𝑇2 times, stream-
lining the production of quantum materials for sensing.

Our in-flow analysis method, with its precision, stability,
and low-volume capabilities, enables high-throughput, high-
sensitivity chemical assays [62]. These assays can be conducted

serially using single droplets or in a wide-field setting using a
lock-in camera [51, 63–65]. They would be ideal for analysis
in amplification-free scenarios or in optically turbid media (e.g.
blood), eliminating the need for washing steps; and opening
applications in bioengineering, trace pathogen detection for di-
agnostics, and chemical reaction monitoring [66]. Moreover, the
assay devices can be rendered compact and portable, thanks to
the remarkably low cost of the ND sensors (Fig. 5C), even lower
than the reagents for droplet generation, combined with high sta-
bility (Fig. 4C), and robustness to laser power drifts (Fig. 4F).
The latter suggests feasibility of using low-cost diode lasers,
suggesting compact, field-deployable devices.

Utilizing droplets for cell confinement heralds new directions
in high-throughput single-cell analysis. This technique is par-
ticularly promising for methods akin to flow cytometry [67],
focusing on cellular metabolism through detecting intracellular
paramagnetic reactive oxygen species (ROS) [68]. We antic-
ipate “quantum-enhanced” flow cytometry, introducing addi-
tional dimensions such as cell-localized 𝑇1 relaxometry, provid-
ing insights towards single-cell metabolomics alongside tradi-
tional cell morphology information.

When combined with real-time sampling, this could also en-
able unprecedented intracellular measurements directly from
bioreactors. By integrating cellular lysis buffers and reagents
within droplets or through droplet collisions, we imagine a rapid
cellular analysis method aimed at precisely controlling bioreactor
conditions to achieve optimal outcomes.

More fundamentally, our approach unlocks new possibilities
for in-situ chemical imaging and kinetic analysis within droplet
microenvironments [61], filling a significant unmet need. ND
particle tracking (Fig. 1E and movie in Ref. [42]) enables new
methods for real-space imaging of diffusion in microconfined en-
vironments, including turbid settings, opening new perspectives
in chemical and biological systems.

The Allan deviation depicted in Fig. 4C highlights measure-
ment stability amongst best reported in literature, but achieved
with significant ease of operation. This suggests ND-filled flow-
ing droplets could serve as a promising platform for applications
in bulk magnetometry [69] and as acclerometers and rotation
sensors [70,71]. Finally, we note other properties of NDs not
utilized in this study but fully compatible with being deployed
in flowing droplets. These include the ability to hyperpolarize
13C nuclear spins in NDs optically via NV centers [72], and ex-
ploit their minute-long transverse lifetimes 𝑇 ′

2 [73] to construct
movable sensors, high-field magnetometers, and NMR sensors
within droplets [74].
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S1. MATERIALS

Diamond particles of all sizes are from Adamas Nanotechnolo-
gies (adamasnano.com). Unless otherwise stated particles are
carboxly-terminated and implanted with approximately 2 ppm
NV centers.

Particle sizes and charges are determined by the manufacturer
using dynamic light scattering (DLS) with zeta potential. Re-
sults of particle characterization are shown in Fig. S1 showing
hydrodynamic diameter (A) and Zeta-potential (B) for the 40
nm and 100 nm particles used in our experiments. The DLS
volume average (A) shown gives an indication of the average
size and population heterogeneity, and is scewed toward higher
values as large particles scatter more than small. Number mean
(d𝑛)given as the inset is indicative of the average size of the
population of particles. The particles represent a distribution of
sizes with number mean 37 nm and 107 nm for 40 nm. The
width of the peak is indicative of variation in sizes that demon-
strates particle-to-particle variability, especially in the smaller
sized particles which have a FWHM≈ 30 nm.

Both sets of particles have robust colloidal stability owing
to their zeta potential (𝜁). A measure of the surface charge of
nanoparticles in solution, 𝜁 gives information about the colloidal
stability of the NDs. In general, nanoparticles with zeta potential
less than -30 mV (or greater than +30 mV) will remain suspended
in aqueous solution. [75] This is largely due to electrostatic re-
pulsion between particles ensuring they stay separated by enough
distance to avoid aggregation. Fig. S1B shows that the NDs have
negative surface charge: -37 mV for the 40 nm particles and -56
mV for the 100 nm particles, which is sufficient to remain well
dispersed in our aqueous samples.

S2. MICROFLUIDICS DETAILS

A. Device fabrication

Silicon Master wafer
A 4-inch silicon wafer is cleaned thoroughly with an acetone

wash followed by an IPA wash, then dried with nitrogen and
placed on a 150◦C hotplate for 10 min. This wafer is then
centered in a spin coater and vacuum is used to hold the wafer
in place. A layer of photoresist (SU8-2025) is spin-coated to
the wafer, under conditions recommended by the SU8 datasheet
and spin coater specifications, to produce a 40um film thickness.
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Fig. S1: Nanodiamond DLS and Zeta potential measurements. Size
and surface charge characterization for the 40 nm and 100 nm particles
used in our experiments. Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) plots (A)
show histograms of the measurement of hydrodynamic diameter for
the population of particles measured. Volume average plot are shown,
indicating the proportion of the volume of particles comprised of a given
diameter, while number mean (average sizes of all particles) is given
as an inset. Zeta potential measurements (B) shows histograms of the
measured surface charge from a population of particles, along with the
reported value (inset). Dashed line represents roughly the deliniation
between colloidally stable and not.

About 4ml of the photoresist is poured onto the wafer and spun
under the appropriate conditions (500 rpm for 10s followed by
2000 rpm for 30s in our apparatus). After removing the wafer
from the spin coater it is pre-baked on a hotplate at 65◦C for 3 min
and 95◦C for 6 min. A mylar photomask with the microfluidic
device design is used to UV expose and cure the photoresist.
After cooling to room temperature, the wafer is placed in a mask
aligner with the photomask on top of it, ink side down. The mask
aligner is closed and clamped down ensuring the best possible
contact for the wafer and photomask. Based on the UV power
delivered by the mask aligner we calculate the exposure time:

Exposure time = (Exposure Dosage) / (Power Intensity) *
(Scaling Factor)

For 40 𝜇m channel height for 160 mJ/cm2 energy, we expose
for 20 s at 10 mW/cm2. Post exposure, the wafer is baked on
the hotplate for 1 min at 65 ◦C and then 6 min at 95 ◦C. Once

the wafer has cooled to room temperature it is submerged in
an SU8 developer bath with agitation for 7.5 min then rinsed
with isopropyl alcohol. If white streaks are noticed, the wafer is
underdeveloped and is re-submerged in developer in 20 s incre-
ments till no streaks are visible. Once no SU8 residue is present
on the wafer, it is rinsed with isopropyl alcohol and deionized
water then dried. The wafer is finally hard baked at 150 ◦C for
10 min. Stylus profilometry and light microscopy are used to
assess feature sizes and integrity.
Chip fabrication

To create the PDMS on glass microfluidic device we begin
by creating a PDMS cast from the master wafer. A Sylgard 216
A+B Clear Silicon compound consisting of a PDMS pre-polymer
(A) and curing agent (B) which are vigorously mixed together
at a 10:1 ratio. 10 mg of PDMS pre-polymer and curing agent
per square inch provided an adequate thickness (∼5mm) for the
microfluidics device. The total volume of PDMS prepared can be
adjusted to suit the device thickness desired. The mixed PDMS
is then left to degas in a vacuum chamber for 30-60 min until all
gas bubbles disappear. This uncured PDMS is poured onto the
master mold. The master mold is laid flat, pattern side up in a
petri dish and the PDMS is poured on top then baked in a 65 ◦C
oven for at least 6 hr and for up to 12 hr. Once removed from
the oven and cooled, the desired PDMS portions for each chip
are cut out carefully using an Xacto knife. The inlet ports for the
microfluidics devices are created by punching vertical holes with
a biopsy punch compatible with the inlet/outlet tubing diameter.
To remove particulate matter and dust off the PDMS surface,
scotch tape is used to clean and protect the PDMS.
Bonding to glass

A glass coverslip, is cleaned and prepare by wiping with a lint-
free wipe, rinsing for 1 minute with Milli-Q water, and manually
scrubbing all surfaces and edges. This is followed by an acetone
and IPA wash and scrub. To remove chemical residues a final
Milli-Q water wash is done without touching the main face of the
glass. The coverslip is dried using compressed air and checked
for marks or spots. If any such issues are noted the glass must be
re-cleaned or a new coverslip must be prepped. It is important
that the coverslip chosen for bonding to the PDMS is spotless.

The final PDMS-on-glass device is assembled using oxygen
plasma bonding. Once the bonding chamber is initialized, the
glass coverslip and PDMS piece are inserted into the chamber,
both bonding face side up. The vacuum pumps are engaged
to remove air until stabilized (≲0.32 Torr). Oxygen gas is then
released into the chamber until pressure re-stabilizes (≈0.4 Torr).
The radio-frequency (RF) power is turned on to deliver 24 W UV
light for 24 s. The RF, oxygen and vacuum are disengaged to
allow access to the bonding chamber. Immediately, the PDMS is
touched to the glass and gently pressed to facilitate the bonding
via the reactive oxidative species deposited. The device is left
for >12 hrs in a 65 ◦C oven before use.

B. Microdroplet production

To generate microdroplets, pressure controlling pumps
(Fluigent FlowEZ) pressurize reagent vessels filled with a dis-
persed phase (aqueous in our case) and a continuous phase (2%
SPAN80 (Sigma) surfactant in mineral oil) and fitted with pres-
sure caps to deliver and fluid to the devices. After inserting
inlet tubing and outlet tubing into the device, pressure applied to
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the water and oil channels at a ratio of approximately 1:2 (w:o)
creates droplet emulsions. We adjust set points to optimize for
desire flow rate, droplet size and droplet spacing.

C. Device Features

We design varying photolithography masks to form structures
like those shown in Fig. S2 to produce different droplet outcomes.
Fluid focusing junction

As discussed in the main text, we use a fluid focusing junction
(see Fig. S2A) to form droplets at a constant size, and rate. We
have flexibility in the speed and size of droplet production with
control of the relative flow rates of the aqueous and oil phases
entering the junction. Microfluidic device design affords an
additional layer of control over these factors.
Droplet separator junction

We control the inter-droplet spacing via the addition of spacer
oil in a geometry shown in Fig. S2B. The same oil as the con-
tinuous phase (mineral oil in our case) so it has no effect on the
already formed droplets. Changes to the pressure applied to this
channel do however impact the overall resistance in the device
with in turn impacts the size and rate of droplets produced up-
stream, so some fine-tuning is required to achieve the desired
profile.
Extended length for Droplet analysis and some mixing

This region is mainly to extend the length along which the sta-
ble droplets travel. Our devices enables some enhanced droplet
mixing by including sharp loops and turns in the channel so the
droplets will change direction quickly causing mixing of their
contents. Fig. S2C shows an example of such a channel where
a droplet moving in one direction abruptly makes a 180 degree
turn causing the momentum of its contents to induce mixing.
Droplet collection chamber

Here, we describe the on-chip collection chamber used for
storing individual droplets post-analysis. Within the chamber,
droplets can self-assemble into a regular lattice, advantageous
for high-throughput optical analysis. One collection chamber
geometry is shown in Fig. S2D, which includes an optional bar-
rier structure to further limit flow and collect a higher density of
droplets.

The main advantage of the collection chamber is enabling de-
layed analysis of stored particles, achievable through wide-field
microscopy or ensemble methods like NMR. Each droplet, con-
taining NDs, remains a separate, confined environment. Fig. S3
provides further detailed images of the collection chamber in
brightfield (top) and fluorescence (bottom) under varying opti-
cal magnification. Diamond-filled droplets assemble in such a
way to be readily analyzed in a wide-field configuration.

D. Microfluidic valve and automation of sample loading

In order to deliver samples to our microfluidic devices con-
sistently and with high repeatability, we use either a custom
LabView program or, most commonly, a graphical user interface
designed by Fluigent inc. (Oxygen) to control timing, triggering,
and pump applied pressures. We use a 10-position fluidic valve
(m-switch, Fluigent Inc.) as well as a 10-port manifold which
delivers equal pressure to the ten channels of the switch from a
single fluidic pressure controller (Flow-EZ, Fluigent). To load a

set of samples, we fill centrifuge tubes with the aqueous phase,
generally diamond and analyte, and attach them to varying ports
on the fluidic valve. Two positions on the switch are reserved for
deionized water and for a fluorinated oil in order to form a plug
to separate subsequent samples. By pulling oil-water-oil-analyte
repeatedly over each sample we effectively “queue up” a run of
samples which will arrive at the microfluidic device for analysis.

In our experiment, each sample requires some settling time
for the droplet rate to equilibrate after the disturbance of phases
changes and momentary pressure interruptions. This delay is
approximately 10 min in our experiment and could be shortened
with fluidic optimization.

Fig. S4 shows a typical example of loading three individual
ND samples onto the chip. Each sample is introduced for 150
s, separated by 100 s intervals of water droplets. The figure
presents the raw data from these experiments, predominantly
consisting of fluorescence from ND particles. During water
droplet intervals, the signal detected is at background levels.

The data display brief changes in FL associated with the in-
troduction of new ND sets onto the chip, resolving in under 5 s
due to initial particle loading instability. The FL then stabilizes,
maintaining a steady state for extended periods, up to 9 h as
necessary. When the M-switch is closed, it induces a sudden
pressure change, causing a ripple in the ND flow and associated
FL, approximately 10 s before the ND flow ceases and transitions
to water droplets.

S3. CONTROL OF DROPLET MODULATION PROFILE

Here we provide further details on controlling droplet modu-
lation profiles in our experiments. The droplet chips feature the
ability to control flow profiles by adjusting pressures in various
channels. This control is primarily achieved through two meth-
ods: injecting spacer oil from junction 𝐽2 (see Fig. 1 of main
paper and Fig. S2) and varying the optical spot size for analysis.
By altering the amount of spacer oil injected from junction 𝐽2,
the shape of the droplet modulation profile can be varied signif-
icantly. Additionally, the optical spot size employed constitutes
another layer of control. It can be adjusted to be smaller than the
droplet diameter, resulting in regions without fluorescence (FL)
when the spacer oil passes through the analysis region, or it can
be enlarged to cover an area larger than the droplet diameter.

Fig. S6 illustrates two examples of droplet modulation control,
along with their Fourier Transform (FT) profiles. In Fig. S6A,
the droplet modulation appears nearly sinusoidal, resulting in
dominant peaks at 𝑓𝐷 in the FT intensity profile (Fig. S6B).
The second example (Fig. S6C) shows square-like modulation,
producing odd harmonics in the 𝑓𝐷 profile (Fig. S6D).

The normalization procedure in Eq. (2) can incorporate the
additional 𝑓𝐷 harmonics when necessary. The presence of har-
monics may assist in analysis, as they help filter out external noise
that does not align with the harmonic pattern, thereby improving
result accuracy.
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Fig. S2: Detail of microfluidic devices used for dual lock in measurements. Our devices include a fluid focusing junction (a) to generate aqueous
droplets in an oil continuous phase and a down-chip second oil addition (b) which enables control over the spacing of droplets. As needed, droplet
contents can be allowed to mix by following the hairpin turns shown is c, or can be stored by filling the chamber shown in d.

Fig. S3: Droplet collection chamber. Panels show droplet collection
chamber in brightfiled (top) and fluorescence (bottom) at 10x, 20x and
40x magnification (left to right). Fluorescence from 100 nm NDs is
visible using mcherry filter set (ex/em:≈ 540/600𝑛𝑚).

S4. IMAGING AND SENSING INSTRUMENTATION

A. Microscope and optics

Fluorescence images and ODMR measurements were per-
formed on a custom-built microscope system that has been re-
ported previously and is briefly described here [76]. A schematic
of the setup is shown in Fig. S7. Around an enclosure and stage
(MadCityLabs RM21 Versa), excitation comes from either a 532
nm laser (Coherent Verdi G15) for fluorescence or a goose-neck
lamp above the sample for brightfield images. The laser source
is reflected by a dichroic mirror (Thorlabs DMLP605R) before
being brought to a focus at the back plane of a 20x objective
(Olympus LMPLFLN 20x) using a 150 mm focal length lens.
The objective impinges the excitation onto a sample held in place
on a piezo-position stage (MadCityLabs RM21). Red emis-
sion from samples passes through the dichroic and is directed
through color filters (600 nm long pass (Thorlabs FEL0600-
1), 680/25 nm band pass (Semrock FF01-680/42-25), 735/25
BP (Semrock FF01-735/28) or a combination), before passing
through a 200 mm focal length tube lens. A 30:70 beam splitter
projects the resulting image onto both an SCMOS camera (Tele-
dyne Kinetix) and toward a focusing lens to a multi-pixel photon

Fig. S4: Automated sample loading Three successive ND samples
loaded onto the chip. Each sample is loaded for 200 s, punctuated by 75
s of pure water droplets, as visible in raw fluorescence traces. A 10-way
valve controls introduction of diamond sample, water, or small spacer
plugs of oil to maintain sample separation. Switch operation induces
transient ND concentration/fluorescence fluctuations due to line pres-
sure changes, lasting about 2s (opening) and 45s (closing). However, a
steady-state region is marked by stable fluorescence, and is maintainable
for several hours (Fig. 4). Inset shows the droplet profile over a small
time window.

counter (Hamamatsu C14452) for detection.
Some widefield images were collected using a Nikon Ti2U

microscope with the same Kinetix camera at either 4x, 10x, 20x,
or 40x magnification. Diamond fluorescence is collected using
CYT5-HQY filter cube (ex/em 620/710 nm) or mcherry filter
cube (ex/em:≈ 540/600𝑛𝑚).

B. Optically detected magnetic resonance measurements

Microwave excitation is generated using a microwave synthe-
sizer (HP 8664A) outputting 0 dBm into a microwave switch
which controls whether the MW are passed to the sample or
‘off’ (Minicircuits ZYSW-2-50DR). A 16 W amplifier (Minicir-
cuits ZHL-16W-43-S+) increases the power input into a 100 W
amplifier (empower BBM4A6AK5), the output of which passes
through a circulator (Pasternack, PE83CR1004) before being
delivered to the sample using a circular loop antenna placed be-
tween the objective and the sample such that the laser passes
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Fig. S5: Microdroplet and diamond loading parameters. (A) Calculation reflecting the number of diamond particles encapsulated within a single
microdroplet for a given microdroplet size. Values are based on initial concentration of diamond of 0.5 𝑚𝑔/𝑚𝐿 for either 40 nm (blue) or 100 nm
(orange) diameter diamond particles. (B) Calculated sample volume require to perform dual lock-in experiments with droplet rate of 30 Hz for a
given measurement time. (C) Calculated sample volume required to perform dual lock-in measurements for 1 minute at a given droplet rate

Fig. S6: Control of droplet flow modulation profiles achieved by
varying the flow rates at the two junctions, 𝐽1 and 𝐽2, and adjusting
the optical spot size. A Panel illustrates sinusoidal-like profile. B
panel: Fourier intensity spectrum, indicating a single dominant peak
at 𝑓𝐷=13.5Hz with lesser peaks at the first hand second harmonics.
C Panel displays a more square-like profile, with the FT (D) revealing
several harmonics of 𝑓𝐷 , predominantly the odd harmonics.

through the center of the loop. Microwaves are modulated at
a chosen rate (generally 1 KHz) by using the reference output
of a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research SR830) to drive the
microwave switch.

The fluorescence signal detected by the MPPC operating in
Geiger mode to generate a photovoltage which is directed both
to a data acquisition card (NI DAQ 6215) and to the input of
the lock-in amplifier. Lock-in settings like sensitivity, Lock-in
time constant and dynamic reserve are chosen to maximize SNR
and minimize measurement time and are dependent on signal

Fig. S7: Detail of microfluidic devices used for dual lock in measure-
ments. Our devices include a fluid focusing junction (a) to generate
aqueous droplets in an oil continuous phase and a down-chip second
oil addition (b) which enables control over the spacing of droplets. As
needed, droplet contents can be allowed to mix by following the hairpin
turns shown is c, or can be stored by filling the chamber shown in d.

magnitude and the timescale of signal changes that need to be
detected.

For measurements using the Lock-in amplifier a customized
LabView program scans microwave frequency while measuring
Lock-in and fluorescence signal or measures signal over time
at a set MW frequency as droplets pass through the field of
view. For dual lock-in measurements fluorescence photovoltage
is measured directly using the analog channels of data acquisition
card.

S5. TARGETING NANODIAMOND TO YEAST CELLS

As a demonstration of the potential future impacts of our
measurement platform we show that diamond particles can be
targeted directly to yeast cells. While effective diamond internal-
ization requires removal of the yeast cell wall, with appropriate
functionalization, ND particles can be targeted to the exterior of
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Fig. S8: Targeting diamond to yeast cells brightfield (left) and fluo-
rescence (right) images of 100 nm NDs targeted to R. toruloides using
Concanavalin A. Images collected using CYT5-HQY filter set with
emission centered near the NV center maximum at 700 nm.

Fig. S9: Autofluorescence from a ∼100𝜇m region of the PDMS chip
without nanodiamond particles measured over 1 minute. Change in
autofluorescence over time is at the level of ≈1% of typical ND fluo-
rescence from within the droplets. Suppressing this autofluorescence is
crucial for high-precision ODMR measurements.

the yeast via the cell wall. Fig. S8 shows images of the result
of such targeting. Here, NDs are coated with Concanavalin A,
a protein that interacts with sugar groups on the cell surface.
The brightfield image shows the location of 5 Rhodosporidium
toruloides cells that have been incubated in a solution of Con-
A coated NDs. The fluorescence image shows ND emission
localized to the cells indicating successful targeting.

S6. BACKGROUND FLUORESCENCE
CHARACTERIZATION

The ability to reject background signals is important for in-
creasing the sensitivity of quantum sensing measurements. The
measurement of NV center fluorescence changes in the presence
of paramagnetic species is a ratiometric measurement in which
the drop in fluorescence, measured when MW excitation is on
resonance with NV spin transitions, is normalized to total flu-
oresce emitted from the NV centers. As this total fluorescence
value is affected both by signal (NV fluorescence) and by back-
ground (e.g. scattering, autofluorescence), we characterized the
signal from a new PDMS microfluidic device in the absence of
NV diamond.

The trace in Fig. S9 shows detected photovoltage from PDMS
autofluorescence measured using the same detector and under
comparable conditions as the data in the main text. The signal
begins at approximately 75 mV and decays over the course of the
1 min measurement window to approximately 55mV. Compared
to the photovoltages typically measured from passing droplets
( 1.2 V for 100 nm NDs), this represents a background signal
that can be as much as 6 % of the total and, importantly, can
change by as much as 1-2 % over the measurement time. While
these exact values will depend on many experimental factors, we
note that given that the ODMR percent changes are on the order
of 1-5 % fluctuating backgrounds can represent a significant
impediment to improving sensitivity. These data demonstrate
the need for excluding static and varying backgrounds that are
not at the droplet frequency using our Dual Lock-in method.

S7. PARTICLE TRACKING WITHIN DROPLETS

In this section, the tracking of Brownian motion of 100 nm
ND particles within a single droplet, as shown in Fig. 1, is de-
scribed. A movie capturing a droplet with a sparse distribution
of ND particles was analyzed using the trackMate plugin for FIJI
software [40,41]. Object size was chosen to be 10 pixels, larger
than the actual diameter but allowing some flexability in sizes
and objects drift in and out of focus. We then excluded objects
below an empirically determined quality threshold. We chose to
present trajectories that were monitored for the longest portion
of the movie without being interrupted in an attempt to avoid
biasing short trajectories. The analysis, spanning a 30 s period,
focuses on the motion of individual particles. It is assumed that
the particles are dispersed enough to prevent significant over-
lap in their trajectories of motion, assessed by frame-to-frame
movement comparisons within the movie.

The results, depicted in Fig. 1E, reveal trajectories of the par-
ticles spanning ∼5 𝜇m, far larger than the diameter of the ND
particles. This analysis, when extended to a larger set of droplets,
facilitates the creation of a histogram of droplet motion, shown in
Fig. 1Eii. We note that the tracking is limited to two dimensions.
Movements in the third dimension cause blurring of the particles
as they exit the imaging focal plane, and occasionally results
in losing a track. However, the focal region is wide enough to
capture most trajectories during the 30s interval.

S8. VIDEOS OF FLOWING DROPLETS

Fig. S10 presents videos illustrating the motion of 3 𝜇m par-
ticles (Fig. S10A) and 100 nm ND-filled droplets flowing at var-
ious controlled speeds (Fig. S10B-D).

Fig. S10 shows still frame grabs from these videos, while the
videos themselves are available at [48]. In Fig. S10B-D, a small
amount of white light is introduced into the imaging system to
outline the droplets, and the imaging optical spot is set to be
slightly smaller than the droplet diameter. The bright signal then
observed is almost exclusively from the ND fluorescence.

Fig. S10A demonstrates the uniform distribution of NDs
within a droplet, which can be seen moving and sampling the
droplet volume in movie [48]. Fig. S10B-D feature movies show-
ing droplets at varying flow rates: slow, medium, and fast. The
droplets form a regular array-like pattern, and stroboscopic sam-
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Fig. S10: Movies of droplet flow with NDs. Still frame grabs are shown, full movies are at Ref. [48]., featuring (A) Fluorescence video of flowing
droplets with 750 nm ND particles. (B-D) Fluorescence videos of 100 nm ND particles. Small amount of white light was introduced to make clear
the droplet boundaries. Flow is highly regular and orderly. (C-D) At higher speeds, the droplets self-assemble into a double rail configuration, as
seen in the last panel. For (D), flow rate exceeds the camera dwell time, resulting in images that appear blurred.

pling gives the impression of each droplet sequentially replacing
the next. In Fig. S10B, we form a single stream of droplets, com-
parable to the experiments in the main text. To achieve faster
flow rates we use a device that generates an array of droplets
2-wide that is able to achieve higher flow rates (Fig. S10C is
measured at the same rate as Fig. S10A, because our spot size
only samples one row of droplets). In faster flows (Fig. S10C-
D), the droplet movement outpaces the camera’s exposure time,
causing blurred images. Importantly, the measured signal from
all three of these videos yields a stable oscillating signal (main
text) highlighting the precision and versatility of droplet-based
approaches, particularly in consistently loading droplets with ND
particles.

S9. PARTICLE NUMBER VARIATION PER DROPLET

By analyzing fluorescence modulation from flowing droplets,
we approximate the number variation of ND particles per droplet.
The method involves collecting isolating the 1 KHz band of the
Fourier spectrum in Fig. 4, which contains information about
the number of NDs in the field of view at any given time. By
plotting a histogram of the variations in intensity of the Fourier
band, we estimate an upper bound for the percentage variation
in ND loading over time. The data shown in the histogram in
Fig. 4D represent this variability in the Fourier spectrum gener-
ated using time bins corresponding to ∼ 200 droplets. However,
longer time bins will reduce the calculated 𝜎 by 1/

√
𝑡 until the

value is no longer limited by the time-bin size. A reasonable es-
timate of the maximum time bin is given by the Allan deviation
in Fig. 4C. Based on this approach, we calculate the variation
between droplets to be 0.23%. This variation corresponds to an
estimated 2,300 particles per droplet. Despite the potential over-
estimation, this finding underscores the high degree of control
attainable in ND loading within the droplets, highlighting the
precision of our experimental setup.

S10. ALLAN VARIANCE ANALYSIS

We describe the details of Allan variance analysis of the time-
dependent droplet PL time series. The PL time series (see
main text, Eq. (1)) for the flowing droplets has been divided
into smaller time bins of size Δ𝑡 for observing variations in am-
plitude of the Fourier spectrum in the relevant frequency bands.
This time-averaged normalized contrast has been evaluated as

C(𝑡𝑖) =
F ( 𝑓MW± 𝑓𝐷 , 𝑡𝑖)

2F ( 𝑓𝐷 , 𝑡𝑖)
(3)

where F ( 𝑓 ,Δ𝑡𝑖) term describes the amplitude of Fourier fre-
quency 𝑓 in time between 𝑡𝑖 and 𝑡−Δ𝑡𝑖 , extracted through the fft
numerical algorithm in MATLAB. The DC component of the PL
time trace in each time bin Δ𝑡 has been subtracted and therefore,
contribution of minor fluctuations from droplet rate is minimized
in the contrast calculations. Allan variance is evaluated from the
above C(𝑡𝑖) time-series metric. In context of clock stability
literature [77], we assume our ODMR contrast timepoints to be
fractional frequency deviations. The governing exponent 𝛽 of the
Allan variance 𝜎(𝜏) is related to the Fourier frequency exponent
𝛼 as 𝛽 = 𝛼−1. For uncorrelated white Gaussian time-domain
noise, the logarithmic scale Allan deviation curve shows − 1

2 lin-
ear slope. Our droplet flow contrast time series attains stable
Gaussian noise scaling for several minutes, as shown in Fig. 4C.
A MATLAB repository code allan [78] was used to evaluate
Allan deviations.

S11. COMPARISON OF RELATED METHODS OF
PARAMAGNETIC ION SENSING

We note before expanding in detail that the methods compiled
here are not exhaustive of the literature, but rather those that are
the highest performing or most relevant comparisons to the goals
of our work. It should be noted that while many groups aim to
detect paramagnetic species, the methods used, the conditions of
the experiments, and often the values and units chosen to report
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Fig. S11: Table S1: comparison of some related works from literature. Table is organized separating nanodiamond-based methods (grey boxes)
and single crystal diamond-based methods (white boxes). 𝑇1- based measurements (method column) collect a full 𝑇1 curve and fit to determine
𝑇1 relaxation times while single Tau 𝑇1 methods monitor PL changes at a single point along the 𝑇1 relaxation curve. Analyte column refers to the
analyte measured in “Lowest [] measured” column. References from top to bottom: [1] Perona Martinez, F.; et. al. ACS Sensors 2020, 5 (12), 3862–3869.
[2] Tetienne, J. P.; et. al. Phys. Rev. B - Condens. Matter Mater. Phys. 2013, 87 (23), 235436. [3] Rendler, T.; et. al. Nat. Commun. 2017, 8. [4] Barton, J.; et. al.
ACS Nano 2020, 14 (10), 12938–12950. [5] Radu, V.; et. al. ACS Sensors 2020, 5 (3), 703–710. [6] Steinert, S.; et. al. Nat. Commun. 2013, 4 (1), 1–6. [7] Allert,
R. D.; et. al. Lab Chip 2022, 22 (24), 4831–4840. [8] Ziem, F. C.; et. al. Nano Lett. 2013, 13 (9), 4093–4098.

are highly variable. As such, a direct comparison between mea-
surements can be dubious, especially across different physical
substrates/sensing platforms and across different optical experi-
ment conditions. Indeed, while some groups aim to accelerate
measurement times, others aim for superlative sensitivity, while
still others aim to decrease sample volume required. As a re-
sult, one reference (e.g. Ref. [79]) may report a sensitivity of
1 𝜇M in the absence of attempts to measure lower while others
(e.g. Ref. [80]) report high sensitivity while not indicating an
intention to miniaturize.

With those caveats in place, we highlight a few relevant works
in Table S11, and compare results on axes of parameters that
we feel are important to the measurement. We make note that
Ref. [17] report very high sensitivity to gadolinium ions; how-
ever, they also include a thorough (and quite helpful) discussion
of the impact of adsorption on the diamond surface. We be-
lieve that this complicates the exact value reported, in that while

it is certainly true that gadolinium is detected from the 20 nM
solution in flow, whether the steady state of that signal is distin-
guishable from a 100 nM or 500 nM solution is not immediately
apparent. We suspect that this effect is at play to some extent on
many of these measurements in this table, especially those that
use negatively charged diamond to detect paramagnetic cations
(e.g. Ref. [80]). This complicating factor is one reason we ap-
proached TEMPOL measurements, which do not have the same
adsorption interactions at the diamond surface.

This table highlights the unique benefits of our measurement
geometry. Our microfluidic platform enables the combination
of high sensitivity, small sample sizes/volumes and short mea-
surement time. While the methods listed each have their own
benefits and merit for a variety of purposes, the aspects of our
platform that we highlight make it a powerful measurement tool
for high throughput and high sensitivity analyte detection.
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